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On-chain equities.
Backed and fully compliant.

Get access to hundreds of fully-compliant, liquid, tokenized equities.

Talk with us today500+ tokenized stocks and ETFs ready for trading
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Currently we offer equity-backed assets - including the entire S&P 500 - and have the capability to deliver additional advanced digital-assets in the future. Our tokens allow exchanges, DeFi protocols, wallets, and other Web3 applications to compliantly integrate real world assets into their products and services with minimal effort. Integration options are detailed at the end of this page.
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1:1 Reserve-backed assets
Our tokenized assets are backed 1:1, with the underlying shares held securely by third-party, regulated financial institutions.
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Unlock the power of self-custody
Users of our tokens have total control, including the ability to withdraw their tokens to a private wallet at any time. All tokens are ERC20, and issued on Ethereum Mainnet (more chains coming soon).



Have an asset your customers keep asking for? Drop us a line and we'll see if we can help.
Let's talk assets


API-driven liquidity you can depend on
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Reliable liquidity
Liquidity for the underlying assets is sourced from top-tier, US-registered broker-dealers, ensuring high liquidity for Structure's tokenized assets.
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Real-time creation & redemption
Structure maintains 1:1 backing of assets in real-time. As tokens are minted or burned, the underlying assets are bought and sold.
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US Registered Broker-Dealers
Execution and clearing for the underlying assets is done through registered broker-dealers.




Have questions about our liquidity or secondary market solutions? Let's talk.
Talk with a solutions specialist

Compliant tokens and secure custody
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Segregated funds
Underlying assets backing Structure's issued tokens are segregated and held by separate legal entities.
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Institutional-grade bank custody
All assets backing Structure's tokens are held at a top-tier custodial bank.
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KYC and trade data management
We require KYC for all customers, monitor primary-market transactions involving Structure assets, conduct ongoing OFAC screening, and enforce jurisdiction limits on a per-asset basis where required.



Questions about compliance? We've got someone you can talk to.
Let's talk compliance


One API. All assets. All services.
Get access to all of our assets and liquidity services through our RESTful API. We also have a web app that you can embed or link to from within your own products.

Buy order request
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1{
2  "side": "BUY",
3  "onBehalfOf": {
4      "type": "CUSTOMER",
5      "id": "3e053ecc-b7b0-11ed-afa1-0242ac120002"
6  },
7  "asset": {
8      "buy": "AAPL",
9      "sell": "BTC"
10  },
11  "requestedSize": "0.35"
12}


Check out our API docs
Visit API docs
Don't have the time or resources for an API integration? We've got you covered.
Connect with us



Backed by the best
We're backed by top investors who believe in our mission to democratize access to traditional financial assets.
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Get 500+ fully compliant tokenized assets for your platform.
Talk with us today
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© Copyright 2023 Structure Financial, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Not all assets will be available to trade without restriction at any time. Assets currently available for trading will be displayed in the application. For additional details, please review our Terms and Conditions and our Privacy Policy.
Structure has partnered with custody providers who utilize secure multi-party computation and other security measures to protect your assets and information. No system is ever completely secure and Structure is not responsible for any losses incurred due to issues at our custody provider.
This is not an offer, solicitation of an offer or advice to buy or sell securities, or open a brokerage account in any jurisdiction where Structure Financial, Inc. is not registered.
Structure Financial, Inc does not recommend any assets or securities. All investments involve risk and the past performance of an asset, security or financial product does not guarantee future results or returns. Keep in mind that while diversification may help spread risk it does not assure a profit, or protect against loss, in a down market. There is always the potential of losing money when you invest in securities or other financial products. Investors should consider their investment objectives and risks carefully before investing.All assets, and investments are offered to self-directed customers by Structure Financial, Inc. Structure Financial Inc. is not a member of FINRA, FDIC, SIPC or registered with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission.
Structure Financial, Inc's services and STXR are not available in the United States and other prohibited jurisdictions.



